
 
Statistical  Inference 

 
 Statistical inference is mainly concerned with making inferences regarding the 
unknown aspects of the distribution of the population based on samples taken from it.  The 
unknown aspect may be the form of the distribution or values of the parameters involved or 
both.  Statistical inference is broadly classified into two 
 

1. Estimation of parameters 
2. Testing of hypotheses 

 
Estimation deals with methods of determining numbers which may be taken as the 

values of the unknown parameters (called the point Estimation) as well as with the 
determination of intervals which will contain the unknown parameters with a specified 
probability (known as interval estimation), based on samples taken from the population. 

 
Testing of hypotheses deals with the methods for deciding either to accept or reject the 

hypotheses based on samples taken from the population, with the degree of validity of the 
decision indicated in terms of probability. 

 
Statistics 
 

Any function of the sample values is known as a statistics.   
 

Estimation 
 
 The objective of estimation is to determine approximate value of a population parameter on 
the basis of a sample statistics. 
 
In statistics, an estimator is a function of the data or sample that is used to infer the value of of 
an unknown parameter in population in a statistical model.  So we can define a an estimator as 
 
Any value or function of the sample values suggested as the value of the parameters is known 
as the Estimator.  Thus, an estimator is a rule, usually a formula, that tells you how to calculate 
the estimate based on the sample. 
 
There are two type of estimators: 
 
1. Point estimator 

In this case we find a single statistic value that is the best guess for the parameter value. 
2. Interval Estimator 

In this case we find an interval in which the actual value of the parameter lies with some 
probability level called the confidence level 

Point Estimation 
 
An estimate of a population parameter given by a single number is called point estimate. 
 
 
 



Point estimator 
 
A point estimator is a statistic for estimating the population parameter � and will be denoted 
by �侮.   

 
Methods of Estimation 
 
Suppose we have a random sample �怠, �態, … , �津 whose assumed probability distribution 
depends on some unknown parameter . Our primary goal here will be to find a point estimator 建岫�怠, �態, … , �津岻, such that 建岫�怠, �態, … , �津岻  is a "good" point estimate of , where �怠, �態, … , �津 
are the observed values of the random sample. For example, if we plan to take a random sample �怠, �態, … , �津  for which the �沈′嫌 are assumed to be normally distributed with mean µ  aﾐd 
variaﾐIe 2., then our goal will be to find a good estimate of µ, say, using the data �怠, �態, … , �津  
that we obtained from our specific random sample. There are several methods to find out the 
point estimate of the parameter  based on a random sample �怠, �態, … , �津 from the population. 
Among them most widely used methods are the methods of M 
 

1. Method of moments 
2. Method of maximum likelihood 

Now we consider each of them in details 
 

1. Method of moments 
 
Let f(し1, し2… しk)be the p.d.f of the population and let  x1,x2,…xn be a random sample taken the 
population. In the method of moments we find the first k moments  of the population and equate 
them to the corresponding  moments of the sample to obtain k equations. Then the values of  
し1, し2… しk which are obtained as the solutions of these equations are taken as their estimates. 
In short, the method of moments involves equating sample moments with theoretical moments. 

Definitions. �賃嫗 = �岫�賃岻 is the (theoretical) moment of the distribution or population (about the origin), 
for  k=1,2,…. . �賃 = �岫� − �怠怠岻賃  is the (theoretical) moment of the distribution (about the mean), for  
k=1,2,…. .  �賃嫗 = 怠津∑ �沈賃津沈退怠  is the sample moment, for  k=1,2,…. . 

�賃 = 怠津∑ 岫�沈 − �博岻賃津沈退怠  is the sample moment about the mean, for k=1,2,…. . 

The basic idea behind this form of the method is to: 
Equate the first sample moment about the origin �怠嫗 = 怠津∑ �沈 = �博津沈退怠  to the first theoretical 
moment �怠嫗 = �岫�岻 = �.  



Equate the second sample moment about the origin  �態嫗 = 怠津∑ �沈態津沈退怠  to the second theoretical 
moment �態嫗 = �岫�態岻. 

.  
Continue equating sample moments about the origin, �賃嫗  with the corresponding theoretical 
moments  �賃嫗 = �岫�賃岻, k=3,4,….until you have as many equations as you have parameters. 
Solve for the parameters. 

The resulting values are called moments estimators. It seems reasonable that this method 
would provide good estimates, since the empirical distribution converges in some sense to the 
probability distribution. Therefore, the corresponding moments should be about equal. 

Example-1: Let �怠, �態, … , �津 be Bernoulli random variables with parameter p. What is the moments 
estimator of p? 
 �怠嫗 = �岫�岻 = � 
So equating the first row theoretical moment  with sample moment we get 
 �怠嫗 = �岫�岻 = �=�怠嫗 = 怠津∑ �沈 = �博津沈退怠  
or �̂ = �博 
 
Example-2: Let �怠, �態, … , �津 be normally variable with mean µ  aﾐd variaﾐIe 2.  What are the 
moment estimate of µ  aﾐd variaﾐIe 2. 
The first aﾐd seIoﾐd ﾏoﾏeﾐt aHout the origiﾐ are �怠嫗 = �岫�岻 = � aﾐd �態嫗 = �岫�態岻 = �態 + �態 
Equating this with first and second raw moment we get �̂ = な�布�沈 = �博津

沈退怠  

and  �態 + �態 = 怠津∑ �沈態津沈退怠     or   �態 = 怠津∑ �沈態 − �態津沈退怠  
 
So  �賦態 = 怠津∑ �沈態 − �̂態津沈退怠  = 怠津∑ �沈態津沈退怠 − �博態 = �態 
 
Another form of the method is  
Equate the first sample moment about the origin �怠嫗 = 怠津∑ �沈 = �博津沈退怠  to the first theoretical 
moment �怠嫗 = �岫�岻 = �.  
 
Equate the second sample moment about the mean �態 = 怠津∑ 岫�沈 − �博岻態津沈退怠  to the second 
theoretical moment about the mean �態 = �岫� − �岻態 



Continue equating sample moments about the mean �賃 = 怠津∑ 岫�沈 − �博岻賃津沈退怠   with the 
corresponding theoretical moments about the mean �賃 = �岫� − �岻賃 for  k=1,2,…. .  until 
you have as many equations as you have parameters. Solve for the parameters. 
 
Consider the Example 2 above 
 
Equating this with first and second raw moment we get �̂ = な�布�沈 = �博津

沈退怠  

Equate the second sample moment about the mean �態 = 怠津∑ 岫�沈 − �博岻態津沈退怠  to the second 
theoretical moment about the mean we get 

 �態 = �岫� − �岻態 = �態=�態 = 怠津∑ 岫�沈 − �博岻態津沈退怠  

So we have 

�賦態 = な�布岫�沈 − �博岻態 = �態津
沈退怠  

 
 

2. Method of maximum likelihood 
 
Let f(x, し1, し2… しk) be the p.d.f of the population where し1, し2… しk are the parameters. Let x1, 

x2,…xn be a random sample taken the population . The likelihood function of the sample is, 
 
L(x1,x2,…xn : し1, し2… しk) = f(x1, し1, し2… しk) f(x2, し1, し2… しk)…f(xn, し1, し2… しk) 
 For any given sample this may regarded as a function of unknown parameters し1, し2… しk . 
Those values of し1, し2… しk which maximizes the likelihood function are called maximum 
likelihood estimates of し1, し2… しk). 
 
 
Maximum likelihood estimate are found to be unique in most of the case and they can be 
obtained by the differential calculus.  If there is only one parameter し, then that value of し 

which satisfies  鳥挑鳥提 = ど  and 鳥鉄挑鳥提鉄 < ど will give the mle of し. If there  are k parameters we have 

to solve the equations  擢挑擢提迭 = ど, 擢挑擢提鉄 = ど, …, 擢挑擢提入 = ど, together with the method of checking of 

the maximum will give the mle’s. 
 
Note : A value of し which maximize L also maximize log L also.  So we use the equations  擢鎮墜直挑擢提日 = ど, i=1,2, …,k. to find mle. 

 
 





































Of these two methods suggested, the M.L method is superior because of the following desirable 
properties 
 
1. M.L estimates are asymptotically unbiased 
2. M.L estimates are consistent 
3. M.L estimates are most efficient 
4. M.L estimates are sufficient if sufficient estimates exist. 
η. M.L estimates are asymptotically normally distributed 
 
 SiﾐIe the poiﾐt estiﾏate is a statistiI it ﾐot uﾐiケue always.  So, a ﾐatuヴal ケuestioﾐ aヴises 
whiIh estiﾏate is the Hest?. The aﾐsweヴ of this is ケuestioﾐ is that estiﾏate  whiIh  satisfies 
the desiヴaHle pヴopeヴties of aﾐ estiﾏate is a good estiﾏatoヴ.  AIIoヴdiﾐg to R.A. Fisheヴ, ﾏost  
iﾏpoヴtaﾐt desiヴaHle pヴopeヴties of a good estiﾏate aヴe 
 

1. Unbiasedness 
2. Consistency 
3. Efficiency 
4. Sufficiency 

Now we look this one by one 

Unbiasedness 

An unbiased estimator of a population parameter is an estimator whose expected value is equal 
to that parameter.  Let ‘t’ be a statistic suggested as an estimate of the parameter し. ‘t ‘ is said 
to be unbiased estimate of し if E(t)= し.  

If E(t) ≠ し, then the estimator is called a biased estimator and the bias of the estimate is given 
by E(t) – し. 

Example-1 

Let �沈 is a binomial random variable with parameter p, then �̂ = 怠津 ∑ �沈津沈退怠  is an unbiased 
estimate of p.  Since �沈 is a binomial random variable with petameter p, we have E(�沈) =p. So 

�岫�̂岻 = � 蕃な� 布 �沈津
沈退怠 否 =  な� 布 �岫�沈岻 = な� 布 � = な� 岫��岻 = �.津

沈退怠
津

沈退怠  

Hence �̂ = 怠津 ∑ �沈津沈退怠  is an unbiased estimate of p. 

Let �沈 is a normal random variable with mean µ  and variance 2. Check whether the estimate  �̂ = 怠津 ∑ �沈 = �博津沈退怠  and �賦態 = 怠津 ∑ 岫�沈 − �博岻態津沈退怠  are unbiased or not 



Recall that if �沈 is a normally distributed random variable with mean µ  and variance 2, then �岫�沈岻 = � and �欠�岫�沈岻 =2, therefore: 

�岫�博岻 = � 蕃な� 布 �沈津
沈退怠 否 =  な� 布 �岫�沈岻 = な� 布 � = な� 岫��岻 = �津

沈退怠
津

沈退怠  

In the case of 2 we have  

�賦態 = な� 布 �沈態−岫�博岻態津
沈退怠  

So  

�岫�賦態岻 = � 煩な� 布 �沈態−岫�博岻態津
沈退怠 晩 = な� 布 �岫�沈態岻−�岫�博岻態津

沈退怠  

= な� 布岫�態 + �態岻 −津
沈退怠 峭�態� + �態嶌 

      = 怠津 岫��態 + ��態岻 − 蹄鉄津 − �態 = �態 − 蹄鉄津   

      = 岫津貸怠岻津 �態. 

Since  �欠�岫�沈岻 =2 = �岫�態岻 − �態 and �欠�岫�博岻 = 蹄鉄津 = �岫�博態岻 − �態. 

So �賦態 is not an unbaised estimate of 2 as �岫�賦態岻 = 岫津貸怠岻津 �態 ≠ �態. �沈 is a normal random variable with mean µ  and variance 2, what is an unbiased estimator of �態? 

Let 鯨態 = 怠津貸怠 ∑ 岫�沈 − �博岻態津沈退怠 = 津津貸怠 峙怠津 ∑ 岫�沈 − �博岻態津沈退怠 峩 = 津津貸怠 �賦態 

So �岫鯨態岻 = 津津貸怠 �岫�賦態岻 = 津 岫津貸怠岻 岫津貸怠岻津 �態 = �態 

Hence 鯨態 = 怠津貸怠 ∑ 岫�沈 − �博岻態津沈退怠  is an unbiased estimate of �態. 

Consistency 

Let ‘ tn’ be a statistic where n is the sample size. tn  is said to be a consistent estimate of 
parameter し , if for any two positive numbers ‘ ϵ’ and ‘ さ’  (however small they may be) a N 
can be found out such that n≥N. 



P(|tn – 肯| < ∈ )>1- 考 

This idea is sometimes expressed by saying that tn is a consistent estimate of 肯 if it tends ‘in 
probability’ to 肯 as n→ ∞.  This means that if tn is a consistent estimate of 肯, the difference 
between  tn and 肯 can be made however small we please in almost all samples of size n if the 
sample size is sufficiently large.  The definition may also be stated as tn is a consistent estimate 
of 肯 if,  

P(|tn – 肯| < ∈) → 1 as n→ ∞ 

It is to be noted that consistency is a large sample property while unbiasedness is defined for 
all sample sizes.  A consistent estimate need not ne unbiased for small samples, but it becomes 
unbiased as n→ ∞.   The following is a sufficient set of condition for the consistency of an 
estimate which will be found very useful in examining whether an estimate is consistent or not. 

Result-1:  If E(tn) = 肯  or E(tn) → 肯 and V(tn) → 肯 as n→ ∞, tn is a consistent estimate of 肯.  
This may be proved as follows. 

By Techebycheff’s inequality 

 P(|tn – 肯| <�紐�岫�津岻 ) ) >1 - 怠賃鉄 

Let ∈>0 and 考>0 be two given numbers.  Since V(tn) → 肯 we can find an N such that for 
n≥N, and  

 k紐�岫�津岻 < ∈   and  蝶岫痛韮岻痛鉄   < 考 ∴  P(|tn – 肯| < ∈ ) > な − V(tn) > 1- 考態 ∴  tn is a consistent estimate of 肯 

When E(tn) → 肯, |tn - E(tn) | → | �津 → 肯| and the result follows 

Result-2 

 If tn is a biased estimate of the parameter 肯 based on a sample of size n and  

E(tn) = 肯 + bn and if bn→ 0 and V(tn) → ど as n→ ∞, Show that tn is a consistent estimator of 肯. 

By Techebycheff’s inequality 

 P(|tn – E(tn)半t 紐�岫�津岻 | ) 判 怠痛鉄 

Ie,  P(|tn – 肯 −  決津| >∈ ) 判 蝶岫痛韮岻敵鉄  

When  n→ ∞, bn→ ど and V(tn) → ど.  So ineqyality becomes, 

P(|tn – 肯| 半∈|) 判 0 when n→ ∞ 



∴ tn is a consistent estimator of 肯 

Example: 

If T is an unbiased estimate of the parameter 肯.  T2 is a biased estimator of 肯態 but if T is a 
consistent estimator of 肯 the T2 is also a consistent estimator of 肯態 

E(T) =  肯, V(t) = E(T- 肯)2  = E(T)2 -2 肯E(T) + 肯態 

   = E(T)2 -  肯態 ≥ 0      (Var is always positive) ∴ E(T2) ≥ 肯態  and hence T2 is not an unbiased estimator of 肯態.  If T is a consistent estimator 
of 肯 we can find an n0 such that for all values of n≥n0, P{|T – 肯|≤�|≥1- 考 where � >0 and 考>0 
are any twi constants however small they may be.  Since T2 is a continuous function of T we 
can find an � such that, |T2 - 肯態|≤ e when |T – 肯| ≤ �怠and for this  �怠>0 and 考 >0 we can find 
an n0 such that for n≥n0, P{|T – 肯|≤�怠| and hence |T2 - 肯態|≤�|≥1- 考.  So T2 is a consistent 
estimator of 肯態 

 The second part of this question can also be proved as follows: 

Since T is a consistent estimator of 肯, for n≥ n0 

P{|T- 肯|≤∈ }≥1- 考  ie,  P{-∈ ≤ T- 肯 ≤+ ∈} ≥1- 考 

ie,  P{肯-∈ ≤ T ≤ 肯 + ∈} ≥1- 考 

ie, �{岫肯−∈岻態 判 劇態 判 岫肯+∈岻態} ≥1- 考   (肯−∈≥0) 

ie, �{∈態− に肯 ∈判 劇態 − 肯態 判∈態+ に肯 ∈} ≥1- 考   

we know that if a<b, then a-c<b for any c>0, So by substituting 2∈態 for ∈態− に肯 ∈ the 
inequality in not affected.  Hence �{−∈態判 劇態 − 肯態 判∈態+ に肯 ∈} ≥1- 考   

If we put ∈態+ に肯 ∈=∈怠 �{−∈怠判 劇態 − 肯態 判∈怠} ≥1- 考   

Or �{|劇態 − 肯態| 判∈怠} ≥1- 考   

So 劇態 is a consistent estimate of 肯態. 

  

 

 

 













Sufficiency 
 
An estimate of a parameter θ is called a sufficient estimate if it contains all the information 
about θ contained in the sample.  
 
 Let t’ be any other estimate of  , let P(t/t’) be the joint p.d.f of t and t’.   Let P(t/t’) be the 
conditional p.d.f of t’ and t.  If this is independent of let � for all t; we say that t is a sufficient 
estimate.  
  
A necessary and sufficient condition for an estimate of a parameter � to be sufficient is given 
by Neyman.  This will be found very useful in examining whether a given estimate is 
sufficient for � or not. 
 
Neyman’s condition for sufficiency 

 
Let x1 , x2 , …xn be a sample from a population with p.d.f   f(x,  �).  The joint p.d.f of 

the sample (usually called the likelihood of the sample) is, 

L( x1 , x2 , …xn, �)  = f(x1 �)  f(x2 �) …..f(xn �). 

t is a sufficient estimate of � if and only if it is possible to write  

L( x1 , x2 , …xn, �)  = L1(t,  �)  L2( x1 , x2 , …xn),  

Where L1(t, , �) is a function of t and  �  alone and L2 is independent of �. 

Show that if �態 is known �̅ is a sufficient estimate of µ is known �態 is not a sufficient 
estimate of s2 in the case of samples from N(µ, �), �̅  and s2 being the mean and variance of a 
sample. 

F(x, µ, �) = 怠蹄√態訂 �貸岫猫貼杯岻鉄鉄配鉄  

L( x1 , x2 , …xn, ) = 怠蹄√態訂 �貸岫猫迭貼杯岻鉄鉄配鉄     怠蹄√態訂 �貸岫猫鉄貼杯岻鉄鉄配鉄     …….. 怠蹄√態訂 �貸岫猫韮貼杯岻鉄鉄配鉄      

  = 岾 怠蹄√態訂峇津 �貸 迭鉄配鉄 ∑ 岫�沈 − �岻態津沈退怠  

  = 岾 怠蹄√態訂峇津 �貸 迭鉄配鉄 ∑ 岫�沈 − �岻態津沈退怠  + s2] [∑ 岫�怠 − �岻態 =  ∑ 岫�怠 − �̅  + �̅ − �岻態津沈退怠津沈退怠 =  ∑ 岫�怠 − �̅岻態津沈退怠 + �岫 �̅ − �岻態]   
Where �態 is given,  L( x1 , x2 , …xn, ) = 岾 怠蹄√態訂峇津

 � −韮濡鉄貼 鉄配鉄  �貼韮岫猫貼杯岻鉄鉄配鉄  

If  L1 = �貼韮岫猫拍貼杯岻鉄鉄配鉄   and L2 = 岾 怠蹄√態訂峇津
 −韮濡鉄 鉄配鉄  

The condition for sufficiency is satisfied and so �̅ is a sufficient estimate of �. 
But when � is given it is not possible to write L( x1 , x2 , …xn, ) as the product of two factors 
such that one is a function of � and s2 alone and the other is independent of �.  So s2 is not a 
sufficient estimate of �態. 
 

























Efficiency 
 
Let t1 and t2 two unbiased estimates of a parameter θ. Then t1 is said to be more efficient than 
t2 if V (t1) is less than V (t2).  The ratio 蝶岫痛鉄岻蝶岫痛迭岻 is called the relative efficiency of t1 with respect 
to t2 and it may be used to compare the efficiencies of the estimates. 
 
Example 1:  
 

Let X1, X2, …,Xn be a sample from a population N(µ, �). Define �怠 = �怠, �態 = 諜迭袋諜鉄態 , 

…, �津 = 諜迭袋諜鉄袋⋯袋諜韮津  are proposed estimates of µ. 
 
Now �岫�怠岻 = �岫�怠岻 = �, �岫�態岻 = 帳岫諜迭岻袋帳岫諜鉄岻態 = 禎袋禎態 = �,  Similarly we can prove that �岫�戴岻 = �岫�替岻 = ⋯ = �岫�津岻 = �.  So all the estimates t1 , t2 , t3, …,tn  are unbiased. 
 �岫�怠岻 = �岫�怠岻 = �態 �岫�態岻 = �岫�怠岻 + �岫�態岻ね = �態 + �態ね = �態に  �岫�津岻 = �岫�怠岻 + �岫�態岻 + ⋯ + �岫�津岻�態 = �態�  

Which indicate that t2  is more efficient than t1 , t3  is more efficient than t1 and t2, So on tn is 
more efficient than t1, t2, t3,  …, tn-1,  as �態 > 蹄鉄態 > 蹄鉄戴 > ⋯ > 蹄鉄津 . 
 
Example 2:  
 

Let X1, X2, X3 be a sample from a population N(µ, �). Define �怠 = �怠 + �態 − �戴 and �態 = に�怠 + ぬ�態 − ね�戴. Compare the efficiency of t1 and  t2. 
 �岫�怠岻 = �岫�怠岻 + �岫�態岻 − �岫�戴岻 =  � + � − � = � 
and �岫�態岻 = に�岫�怠岻 + ぬ�岫�態岻 − ね�岫�戴岻 = に � + ぬ� − ね� = � 

So both t1 and  t2 are unbiased estimate of �. Now �岫�怠岻 = �岫�怠岻 + �岫�態岻 + �岫�戴岻 =  �態 + �態 + �態 = ぬ�態. 
and �岫�態岻 = ね�岫�怠岻 + 9�岫�態岻 + な6�岫�戴岻 =  ね�態 + 9�態 + な6�態 = に9�態 . ∴ �岫�怠岻 < �岫�態岻.  Hence t1 more efficient than  t2. 

The relative efficiency of t1 with respect t2  is 蝶岫痛鉄岻蝶岫痛迭岻 = 戴蹄鉄態苔蹄鉄 = 戴態苔. 
 



Cramer-Rao inequality, condition for its attainment and the method of minimum 
variance 
 
Cramer-Rao inequality, is defined as follows 
The Let f(x, �) be the p.d.f of a random variable X with only one parameter �.  Let x1 , x2 , 
…xn, be a random sample taken from the population and let t(x1 , x2 , …xn,) be an unbiased 
estimator of � ie, E(t) = �.  If, 

1.  The range of variation of X is independent of � and 
2. Differentiation under the integral sign or summation sign (according as the variable is 

continuous or discrete) is valid for f(x, �), 

  V(t) ≥ 怠誹帳岾買如任虹薙買廃 峇鉄飛 
Where V(t) is the sampling variance of t and L, the likelihood function of the sample. 
 
Note:  If t is not an unbiased estimate of  �, but E(t) = �(�) 

Where �(�) is a function of �, the inequality becomes, 

V(t) ≥ 範釘嫦飯鉄釆帳岾買如任虹薙買廃 峇鉄挽   where �嫗(�) = 岾擢釘岫提岻擢提 峇  

It can be shown that  � 岾擢鎮墜直挑擢提 峇態
 = -  � 岾擢鉄鎮墜直挑擢提鉄 峇  

 
Note that the inequality becomes an equality when  擢 狸誰巽 挑擢提   = A(t – �). 
 
Where A is independent of the observations but may be a function of �.  If this condition is 
satisfied we see that t is an unbiased minimum variance estimate of �.  If such an estimate 
exists it is the most efficient estiate and hence the best estimate that we can get.  In this case it 
can be shown that 1/A is the minimum value of the variance of t.  This leads us to a method of 
estimation known as the method of minimum variance. 
 
The Method of Minimum Variance 

 

Let f(x, �) be the p.d.f of the population with one parameter � and (x1 , x2 , …xn,) a random 
sample.  Let L(x1 , x2 , …xn: , �) be the likelihood function.  If 擢 狸誰巽 挑擢提  can be put in the form 
k(t – �) where k is either a constant or a function of � and t a function of the observations 
only, then t is the minimum variance unbiased estimator of �. 
 
Example:  

Let X1, X2, …,Xn be a sample from a population N(µ, �) where � is assumed to be known. 
Then the likelihood of the sample L can be written as 



L( x1 , x2 , …xn, ) = 怠蹄√態訂 �貸岫猫迭貼杯岻鉄鉄配鉄     怠蹄√態訂 �貸岫猫鉄貼杯岻鉄鉄配鉄     …….. 怠蹄√態訂 �貸岫猫韮貼杯岻鉄鉄配鉄      

  = 岾 怠蹄√態訂峇津 �貸 迭鉄配鉄 ∑ 岫�沈 − �岻態津沈退怠  

So taking logarithm we get 

log L = 貸津態 log に�� - − 怠態蹄鉄 ∑ 岫�沈 − �岻態津沈退怠  �log��� = − なに�態 布岫�沈 − �岻岫−に岻 = な�態 布 �沈 − �� = ��̅ − ���態 = �̅ − ��態�
津

沈退怠
津

沈退怠  

if we take  � = な� 布 �沈 =津
沈退怠 �̅ 

Then t is a minimum variance unbiased estimate of � with variance 蹄鉄津 . 




















